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when needed, the power and the force of the Soul, is one which will be eventually 
achieved by every aspirant!  But first, however, the habit of recollection has to be 
instituted and the instantaneous ability to restrain the modifications of the thinking 
principle has to precede this desirable state of being. 

The goal of achieving a continuity of consciousness throughout the day is also mentioned on pp. 
420-421 of The Light of the Soul (Book 4, Sutra 25): 

All meditation work, all moments of reflection, all affirmative exercises, all hours 
of recollection of one’s true nature are means employed to detach the mind from the 
lower reactions and tendencies, and build in the habit of a constant realization of 
one’s true divine nature. When this realization is achieved, the need for such 
exercises ceases and one enters into one’s heritage. The isolation referred to [in 
Sutra 25] is the detachment of the self from the field of knowledge, the refusal of 
the self to seek outward-going sensuous experience and standing firm in the state of 
spiritual being. 

When we are immersed in our daily work, in our self-made lives, it is all too easy to feel 
separate and asleep to spiritual realities, but when we venture out into the realm of the Soul, there is 
nothing separating us from Life, and the Soul lets us know of its all-pervading presence through an 
exquisite feeling of connectedness and joy. 


